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1. Introduction
The authors must format the papers in “doc” or “docx”-type.
It should be written in Times New Roman 10pt with paragraph line spacing line spacing Exactly at 12pt.
The author has to email the {*.doc / *.docx}-format manuscript on the following e-mail address: ejnmee@gmail.com.

2. Page Layout
The easiest way to adhere the formatting requirements of EJNMEE is to use this document as a template and simply
type your text into it.
Your paper must use a page size corresponding to A4. The margins must be set as follows:
Top = 15mm
Bottom = 15mm
Left =20mm
Right=15mm
2.1. The Paper Should Have the Following Structure
1. Title of the paper
2. Authors and affiliations
3. Abstract (at least 80 words)
4. Keywords (at least 3 words)
5. Introduction - (and for long papers structure of the paper), overview and references to related work (in separate section)
6. Main body - explanation of methods, algorithms, data used, instrumentation (sensors, systems, etc.), results and discussion
7. Conclusions
8. References
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Your goal is to adhere as much as possible to this template.

3. Page Style
All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must be justified alignment. With justified alignment, both sides of the
paragraph are straight.
3.1. Text Font of Entire Document
The entire document should be in Times New Roman. The font sizes to be used are specified in Table 1.
3.2. Title and Author Details
All title and author details must be in single-column format and must be centered.
Title font should be Times New Roman, 20pt, bold.
Every word in a title must be capitalized except for short minor words.
Author details must not show any professional title.
Authors should be written in alphabetical order in Times New Roman 11pt.
To avoid confusion, the family name must be written as the last part of each author name (e.g. L.G. Kerzth).
Each affiliation (Times New Roman 9pt) must include, at the very least, the name of the company and the name of the country
where the author is based and Email address for the corresponding author.
Table 1. Font Specifications for A4 Papers
Font
Size

Appearance (in Time New Roman)
Regular

Bold

8

table caption, centered
figure caption, centered

9

reference item
Author’s affiliation, centered
Table heading, centered

10

Paragraph
abstract body
level-3 heading, left-justified

level-2 heading, left-justified
author affiliation, centered

11

author name, centered

20

Paper title, centered

12

abstract heading

14

level-1 heading, left-justified
reference heading
acknowledgement heading

15

…

…

16

…

…

3.3. Figures and Tables
Graphs and other numbered figures should appear throughout the text as close to their mention as possible. Figures
shouldn’t infringe upon the page borders.
It is recommended to insert the figure inside a table!
Figures and tables must be centred.
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Figure 1. It should contrast well both on screen and on a black-andwhite hard copy

3.3.1. Figure Captions
Figures must be numbered using Arabic numerals. Figure captions must be in 8 pt Regular font. Captions of a single
line (e.g. Figure 2) must be centered whereas multi-line captions must be justified (e.g. Figure 1). Captions with figure
numbers must be placed after their associated figures, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Example of an image with acceptable resolution

3.3.2. Table Captions
Tables must be numbered using Arabic numerals. Table captions must be centred and in 8pt Regular font. Every word
in a table caption must be capitalized. Captions with table numbers must be placed before their associated tables, as shown
in Table 1.
3.4. Links and Bookmarks
All hypertext links and section bookmarks will be removed from papers during the processing of papers for publication.
If you need to refer to an Internet email address or URL in your paper, you must type out the address or URL fully in Regular
font.
3.5. Equations
Equations should be numbered consecutively throughout the paper. The equation number is enclosed in parentheses and
placed flush right, as in (1). Your equation should be typed using the Times New Roman font (please no other font). To create
multileveled equations, it may be necessary to treat the equation as a graphic and insert it into the text after your paper is
styled.



  A  

(1)

4. Conclusion
EJNMEE permits the distribution and revision of these templates on the condition that EJNMEE is credited in the
revised template as follows: “original version of this template was provided by courtesy of ACADEMIA SERDICA ACTA
Ltd.”.
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Acknowledgement
The heading of the Acknowledgment section and the References section must not be numbered.

References
The heading of the References section must not be numbered. All reference items must be in 9 pt font. Please use
Regular styles to distinguish different fields as shown in the References section. Arrange them in alphabetical order. Number
the reference items consecutively in square brackets (e.g. [1]). References should be cited in the text and listed in the reference
section. Refer simply to the reference number, as in [3]—do not use “Ref. [3]” or “reference [3]” Capitalize only the first
word in a paper title, except for proper nouns and element symbols.
Thank you!
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